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- KPIT GNU Tools v0903 – Released

- KPIT GNU Eclipse IDE v1.1.0 - Released

- GNU Support Email changed - gnusupport@kpitgntools.com       

KPIT GNU Tools v0903 – Released
Latest version (v0903) of free GNUSH, GNUH8 and GNUM16CM32C toolchains has been released.
The GNUSH and GNUH8 v0903 ELF toolchains support integration with the KPIT GNU Eclipse v1.1.0 and later. KPIT GNU Eclipse is
an Eclipse based Integrated Development Environment (IDE) providing a user interface to KPIT GNUSH ELF toolchains (for
Windows and Linux).
KPIT GNU Eclipse complements the Renesas HEW IDE and offers users more options for development.
Release Notes

KPIT GNU Eclipse IDE v1.1.0 - Released

- Enhanced version (v1.1.0) of free KPIT GNU Eclipse, an Eclipse-based IDE for the users of Renesas (formerly Hitachi and
Mitsubishi) Super-H and H8 series of microcontrollers       is released for Windows and Linux hosts.

- KPIT GNU Eclipse v1.1.0 now supports integration of KPIT GNUH8 ELF v0902 toolchain and KPIT GNUSH ELF v0902
toolchains. Users can now create and build projects using KPIT       GNUH8 and GNUSH ELF toolchains.

- KPIT GNU Eclipse v1.1.0 is released for Windows XP, Vista and Fedora core linux distribution (Fedora Core 9/10/11). KPIT GNU
Eclipse IDE works on Windows 7. No issues have       been observed on this platform. However, this platform is not yet
officially supported.

- GDB simulator/debugger is integrated with KPIT GNU Eclipse v1.1.0 for SH(SH GDB simulator) and H8 targets (H8300 GDB
simulator).

- KPIT GNU Eclipse v1.0.0 can be upgraded to KPIT GNU Eclipse v1.1.0 during installation. The GNUSH v0901 toolchain will
automatically get integrated with v1.1.0 during this       upgrade.

- The toolchain version upgrade/downgrade feature is provided in KPIT GNU Eclipse v1.1.0. Thus, projects that were created
using older toolchain versions can be upgraded to       higher toolchain versions and vice versa.

- Japanese language support has been added to KPIT GNU Eclipse v1.1.0. Hence users can now view the KPIT GNU Eclipse IDE
in Japanese language on Japanese version of OS.

- KPIT GNU Eclipse v1.1.0 introduces added support for Subversive (SVN) version control system and Mylyn support.       

Release Notes

GNU Support Email changed - gnusupport@kpitgntools.com
We wish to inform that the support email id for KPIT GNU Tools has changed.
Our new support email id is gnusupport@kpitgnutools.com.
You are requested to use this email id in all your future communications.    
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